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Manuscript number amt-2019-358 
Consistency and structural uncertainty of multi-mission GPS radio occultation records 
by A.K. Steiner et al. 

Dear Editor,  
we revised the manuscript along the reviewers’ comments. Please find in the following a list of 
relevant changes to the manuscript.  

List of relevant changes 
• We recomputed all results using the monthly median instead of the monthly mean to

remove some outliers (Reviewer#1, comment 6), and updated the text accordingly. Please
note that the main results have not changed by these recomputations.

• We revised all plots (except figure 1) in course of the recomputations, and improved the
readability according to both reviewers’ comments.

• We restructured and improved section 2 on RO data processing (Reviewer#2, comment 3).
• We revised section 3 on Study setup and analysis method and improved the description of

our analysis method.
• We improved several paragraphs about the definition of structural uncertainty and long-term

stability (Reviewer#2, major comment, comments 2, 8, 11) in the manuscript.
• We added a couple of references according to the reviewers’ suggestions.

We thank you for handling our paper. 

Kind regards, 
Andrea Steiner 
on behalf of the authors 
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Manuscript number amt-2019-358 
Consistency and structural uncertainty of multi-mission GPS radio occultation records 
by A.K. Steiner et al. 
 
Response to Referee #1 Sean Healy 
Many thanks to the reviewer for the positive reception of our paper and for the constructive 
comments and questions. We revised the manuscript accordingly. Please find our responses to all 
comments below. 
 
 
Specific comments 
 
Comment 1.  
Page 2, Line 2: Suggest inserting "in situ" before obserservations, i.e. => " in situ observations" 
because it could be argued that there are many satellite radiances available. 
Response 1.  
We prefer to keep this formulation as it is a general statement and not specific to in-situ 
observations.  
 
Comment 2.  
Page 2, Line 15: the accuracy requirements, 0.1 K for climate and 1 K for NWP, need further 
explanation. The 1 K for NWP is presumably a random error for a given observation, but what is the 
definition of the 0.1 K requirement?  
Further, on Page 3, line 25 it says the observational uncertainty estimate for an individual RO 
observation is 0.7 K near the tropopause. Is this consistent with the 0.1 K climate requirement? 
Please clarify. Similarly, clarify "measurement uncertainty of 0.5 K" on Page 2, line 19. 
Response 2.  
The accuracy requirement numbers in line 15 were “just” given as an example by Trenberth et al. 
(2013) to explain that accuracy for climate observations needs to be more stringent than for weather 
observations as changes in temperature over decades are small compared to daily variability. The 
established numbers for climate monitoring are defined in GCOS (2016), which we cite in the same 
paragraph. To avoid confusion, we removed the numbers from line 15. 
The observational uncertainty stated on page 3, line 25, is given for individual RO profiles, and not for 
monthly averaged climate fields.  
We further clarified the metrological terms in the revised manuscript on page 2, lines 15–21 and 
included the following reference.  
Reference: 
JCGM (2012), International vocabulary of metrology—Basic and general concepts and associated 
terms (VIM 3rd edition), Tech. Rep. JCGM 200:2012, Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology, Office 
BIPM, Paris. 
 
Comment 3.  
Page 5, Line 18: "Two coherent carrier signals ...". This sentence may give the impression that the 
ionospheric correction is in phase space. Please clarify. 
Response 3.  
We rephrased this sentence to:  
“Two coherent carrier signals are transmitted, in case of the U.S. Global Positioning System (GPS) at 
wavelengths of 0.19 m (L1 signal) and 0.24 m (L2 signal) (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008; Teunissen 
and Montenbruck, 2017), which enables removing contributions due to Earth’s ionosphere in a later 
retrieval step. “ 
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Comment 4.  
Page 6, Line 2: It probably should be noted that no centre is currently trying to correct residual 
ionospheric errors using, for example, techniques such as those in Danzer etal (2015). Although there 
is still work required to demonstrate this approach (Danzer etal, 2019 submitted), it should be noted 
that residual ionospheric errors are a potentially a common error at all the centres. 
Response 4.  
We thank the reviewer for pointing to this. We included the suggested references and added a 
sentence on residual ionospheric error on page 6, first paragraph (line 3–4):  
“Current research aims at further minimization of the residual ionospheric error (Danzer et al. 2015).” 
Reference:  
Danzer, J., Healy, S. B. and Culverwell, I. D.: A simulation study with a new residual ionospheric error 
model for GPS radio occultation climatologies, Atmospheric Measurement Techniques, 8(8), 3395–
3404, doi:10.5194/amt-8-3395-2015, 2015. 
 
Comment 5. 
Page 6, Line 9: Some NWP centres have moved away from Smith and Weintraub (1953) to potentially 
more accurate formulations including both updates to the assumed C02 concentration and non-ideal 
gas effects. This is mainly as a result of work by Dr Aparicio. See Appicio and Larosche (2011) and 
references therein, Cucurull et al (2013), Healy (2011). The NWP implementations should be noted. 
Response 5. 
We updated the respective sentence and included all suggested references: 
“… and is given by the Smith Weintraub formula (Smith and Weintraub, 1953) or updated 
formulations (Aparicio and Laroche, 2011; Healy, 2011; Cucurull et al., 2013).” 
 
Comment 6. 
Figure 2: The Metop bending angles for WEGC at _15 km seem to be an outlier. Any 
reason for this? 
Response 6. 
We thank the reviewer for pointing to this. We can confirm that some outliers are the reason. For a 
better statistical representation, we consistently recomputed all monthly statistics using the median. 
We included the revised plots in the manuscript. 
 
Comment 7. 
Figure 3: The JPL and UCAR appear to have almost equal and opposite bending angle biases. Please 
discuss. 
Response 7. 
It appears that JPL and UCAR have almost equal and opposite bending angle biases, because the 
centers are plotted with respect to the all-center mean. If one center has a larger deviation, this is 
counter-balanced by the other centers. This is a limitation of the comparison to the all-center mean. 
A better identification of which data sets have a larger deviation than others is possible in Fig. 9 (top) 
for trends. In the concrete case, the JPL bending angle deviates more whereas the other centers 
show more overlap.  
We added a sentence in the revised manuscript text to emphasize that the plots are with respect to 
the all-center mean, in section 4.1 at the end of the first paragraph: 
“Note that deviations of one center are counter-balanced by other centers due to referencing to the 
all-center mean.” 
 
Comment 8. 
Page 10, line 21: "Above this altitude, WEGC ...". It might be worth adding that the WEGC dry-temp 
and temperature differences above 16 km shown in Figure 3 are because of different all centre mean 
values. 
Response 8. 
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We added the following explanation in the revised version of the manuscript text : 
"Above this altitude, WEGC dry and physical temperature are the same. However, in Fig. 3, 
differences are shown with respect to the all-center mean, and the latter is different for dry and 
physical temperature.“ 
 
Comment 9. 
Section 4.2, Page 11, Lines 9-10. "Larger variability ..." for JPL is likely due to bending angle 
extrapolation? Why is extrapolation relevant here? 
Response 9. 
Actually it is not relevant here because the “raw” bending angle is shown in Fig. 4a. We therefore 
removed this part of the sentence in the revised text.  
 
Comment 10. 
Page 14, line 16. When quoting the uncertainty in the trends , e.g. "0.06 %", include "per decade". 
Response 10. 
We included “per decade” throughout the revised manuscript text. 
 
Comment 11. 
Page 14, line 26. The bending angles are found to be consistent up to 50 km because they are less 
sensitive to a priori information. Ringer and Healy (2006) suggested monitoring the climate in 
bending angle space for this reason, although the interpretation of bending angle trends is more 
complicated. Consider adding this reference. 
Response 11. 
According to the reviewer’s suggestion, we added the following statement in the revised manuscript 
text in the last paragraph of section 4: 
“Bending angles are found to be consistent up to 50 km because they are less sensitive to a priori 
information and thus useful for climate monitoring (Ringer and Healy, 2008).” 
 
 
Technical suggestions 
 
Comment 12. 
The text on many figures is still very difficult to read. 
Figure 4b, 5b, 6b, 7b, 8-18km dry temperature time series. The vertical ranges/axes 
could be expanded. 
Figure 6a, 7a. Better vertical ranges could be used in these figures. 
Response 12. 
We revised Figures 4 to 7 and enlarged the fonts. We removed the inserts in the subpanels except for 
the global differences. The difference trends are described in the manuscript text anyway.  
Regarding changing the vertical axes for some sub-panels, we decided to keep the range of the 
vertical axes the same for all panels. The main purpose of the differences time series plots is to give 
an overview on the consistency of the data for different altitude layers and over all satellite missions. 
Keeping the same axis ranges makes it better comparable and gives the reader and data users an 
overview on the performance and accuracy of the different RO missions. It is not about zooming into 
the details in each difference time series but conveying the big picture. 
 
Comment 13. Suggested References 
Cucurull, L., Derber, J. C., and Purser, R. J. (2013), A bending angle forward operator for global 

positioning system radio occultation measurements, J. Geophys. Res. Atmos., 118, 14-28, 
doi:10.1029/2012JD017782. 

Aparicio, J. M., and Laroche, S. (2011), An evaluation of the expression of the atmospheric refractivity 
for GPS signals, J. Geophys. Res., 116, D11104, doi:10.1029/2010JD015214. 
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Healy, S. B. ( 2011), Refractivity coefficients used in the assimilation of GPS radio occultation 
measurements, J. Geophys. Res., 116, D01106, doi:10.1029/2010JD014013.  

Ringer, M. A., and Healy, S. B. (2008), Monitoring twenty-first century climate using GPS radio 
occultation bending angles, Geophys. Res. Lett., 35, L05708, doi:10.1029/2007GL032462. 

Response 13.  
We included all suggested references.  
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Manuscript number amt-2019-358 
Consistency and structural uncertainty of multi-mission GPS radio occultation records 
by A.K. Steiner et al. 
 
Response to Referee #2 
We thank the reviewer for the constructive comments and questions. We revised the manuscript 
accordingly. Please find our responses to all comments below. 
 
 
Major comment 
It is unclear what structural uncertainty encompasses, and how a standard deviation computed from 
different products can say everything about the confidence one should place in these products for 
climate monitoring. Furthermore, it is unclear how using this metric is applicable, alone and by itself, 
to assert compliance to the GCOS requirements for stability. For example, if all data producers used 
exactly the same processing techniques, one would expect to see a collapse in the product spread 
between the various products; would this give us absolute confidence in the real stability of the 
instruments? (one is allowed to doubt) 
Response  
GPS RO is regarded a stable technique providing benchmark observations (Goody et al. 1998; GCOS 
2011). Traceability to standards of the international system of units (SI) is the foundation for 
benchmark measurements (e.g., Leroy et al., 2006; Ohring, 2007), i.e., they are related to absolute 
standards and may be repeated at any subsequent time with precise comparability (Goody et al., 
1998; 2002). As GPS RO measurements are based on highly precise and stable atomic clocks, long-
term frequency stability is ensured. The fundamental measurement is the GNSS signal phase change 
as function of time, measured with high precision, solely in terms of timing, and is an absolute 
measurement and SI-traceable (e.g., Ohring, 2007). RO bending angle is given as one example of a 
fundamental climate data record by GCOS (2016).  
In this respect, we investigate the consistency of RO time series from different data centers. We 
assess if final data products from different processing systems (based on the same raw 
measurements) are consistent and if they give consistent trend information. Therefore, we estimate 
the structural uncertainty, which arises due to different choices in processing and methodological 
approaches for constructing a data set from the same raw data (Thorne, 2005). As a measure for 
structural uncertainty, we analyze the spread in difference time series and the spread in trends 
(Wigley, 2006). Analyzing difference time series removes the variability that is common to the data 
sets and isolates those differences that may be due to differences in data set production methods, 
i.e., structural uncertainty of the data records. Correspondingly, we chose the standard deviation of 
trends as a measure of the structural uncertainty in trends. The challenge is to quantify the true 
spread given a limited number of data sets. Thus, it is important to have several independent data 
records, and at least a minimum of three independently processed data sets (Thorne, 2005). 
 
As these points are also addressed in the detailed comments below, please find our further detailed 
responses there, at Comment 2 on structural uncertainty, Comment 8 on standard deviation, and 
Comment 11 on stability.  
 
 
Detailed comments 
 
Comment 1  
Did all current RO data processing centers take part in this exercise, especially those centers 
processing long time-series and third-party missions? If not, it may be useful to indicate if future 
work will strive to include those other centers. 
Response 1 
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Yes, all current RO data processing centers that are processing several or all available RO missions 
and that provide RO data for long-term records (from CHAMP to current RO missions) took part in 
this study. As explained in the introduction section of the manuscript, this is an RO community effort 
ongoing since 2006 (http://irowg.org/projects/rotrends/). All international RO processing centers 
collaborate on the intercomparison of RO data with the common objective of a continuous 
improvement of the maturity of RO data products for use in atmosphere and climate studies.  
We specify this in the introduction section of the revised manuscript: 
“We systematically intercompare RO data products provided by those five international RO 
processing centers that are processing several or all available RO missions and that provide RO data 
for long-term records (from CHAMP to current RO missions).” 
 
Comment 2. 
“Structural uncertainty” is neither defined nor referenced in this paper. It is a central concept to this 
paper, and one not defined in textbooks or standards such as the BIPM Guide to the Expression of 
Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM). It cannot be expected for readers to guess what this particular 
concept of uncertainty means, or what it represents. 
Response 2  
As in Steiner et al. (2013), we use the concept of structural uncertainty discussed by Thorne (2005) 
and Wigley (2006) with respect to uncertainties in climate trends. Structural uncertainty of a specific 
observational record arises due to different choices in processing and methodological approaches for 
constructing a data set from the same raw data (Thorne, 2005). The challenge is thus to quantify the 
true spread of physically possible solutions, given a limited number of data sets. The more 
independent data records the better, but at least three independently derived datasets are regarded 
necessary for an estimate of the structural uncertainty (Thorne, 2005).  
We included a paragraph in the introduction section of the revised manuscript on explaining 
structural uncertainty:  
“Structural uncertainty of an observational record arises due to different choices in processing and 
methodological approaches for constructing a data set from the same raw data (Thorne, 2005). The 
challenge is thus to quantify the true spread of physically possible solutions from a limited number of 
data sets. At least three independently derived datasets are regarded necessary for an estimate of the 
structural uncertainty, but the more data sets the better. Thus, multiple independent efforts should be 
undertaken to create climate records.” 
 
Comment 3  
Section 2 is highly informative and packs a lot of information. My feeling is that the presentation of 
the data (as provided by the various centers) and the presentation of the methodology (for 
comparing these data) need to be separated. It would be fitting to split the section accordingly (e.g., 
Section 2: Data, Section 3: Analysis methodology, or equivalent). This would avoid a potential 
confusion between radio occultation data processing (done outside of this study), and the analysis of 
the results (as conducted and presented in the paper). 
The section on data could benefit from being reorganized as follows: - Starting from the raw data, - 
Proceeding to the higher-level products /retrievals (without going back at the end to discuss clock 
errors etc.), - Presenting, at each step, the commonalities for all centers, before indicating the 
differences (e.g., center X did not produce . . .). 
Response 3  
Thanks to the reviewer for these suggestions, which is actually close to the already implemented 
structure. Section 2 gives a description of RO data and of the data processing at the centers (done 
outside this study). Section 3 gives a description of the study set up and method used in this study. In 
Section 4, we present and discuss the results.  
In the revised manuscript, we further improved the structure. We structured section 2 into three 
subsections as follows.  
2.1 Radio occultation missions and data 

http://irowg.org/projects/rotrends/
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In this subsection, we describe the occultation missions and data used in this study. 
2.2 General RO data processing description 
In this subsection, we describe the basic retrieval steps, which are common for each center, starting 
from phase measurements to atmospheric bending angle and to atmospheric variables for dry and 
moist atmospheric conditions.  
2.3 Center-specific RO processing steps and comparison 
In this subsection, we explicitly discuss the center-specific processing steps and the main differences 
between the centers. A complete and concise overview is given in Table 1, which shows 
commonalities and differences in the processing steps of each center.  
For section 3, we adjusted the title to make it clearer. It now reads:  
3 Study setup and analysis method  
 
Comment 4  
“as three centers start with the same phase and orbit data, RO products are not independent”: I do 
not understand why this statement only applies to these 3 centers, and not all of them. (The various 
RO processing centers, for each given mission, do start from the same receiver data?) 
Response 4  
All centers use the same receiver data sets ( i.e. data from missions CHAMP, F3C, GRACE, METOP). 
The structural uncertainty involved in the raw data (e.g, firmware coding) is hard to address. In this 
study, we focus on analyzing the structural uncertainty due to different center processings.  
The centers start their individual data processing chain at different processing levels. Some centers 
have a full processing chain, which means that they start at the raw data level, i.e., processing phase 
data and orbit data, and subsequently bending angle to temperature data (centers GFZ, JPL, UCAR). 
Some centers start with their processing only at the level of phase data. They use phase data and 
orbit data processed by another center as input for their processing of atmospheric variables from 
bending angle to temperature. The centers DMI and WEGC use phase and orbit data from 
UCAR/CDAAC in this study.  
We revised the respective paragraph in order to make this clearer. It now reads: 
“Three of the RO centers (GFZ, JPL, UCAR) have the full processing chain implemented, going from 
raw data level to atmospheric variables. Two centers (DMI and WEGC) start their processing at phase 
data level in this study, by using phase data and orbit data from UCAR/CDAAC (COSMIC Data Analysis 
and Archive Center). Thus, as some centers start with the same phase and orbit data (from UCAR), the 
products from raw data to atmospheric parameters are not strictly independent for these centers.” 
 
Comment 5 
The subscript s refers to the satellite receiver (not transmitter). It may be useful to indicate ’receiver’. 
Response 5 
The subscript refers to the satellite mission (not to a single receiver). In the revised manuscript, we 
denote it as “satellite mission (s)”. 
 
Comment 6 
Were equations (1) to (6) applied to the subset of common profiles processed by all centers? 
Response 6 
Yes, we added a sentence on this in section 3 of the revised manuscript text at the beginning of 
paragraph 3:  
“The common subset of data was analyzed further.” 
 
Comment 7 
“only JPL provided a smaller amount”: Looking at figure 1, one sees that JPL did provide a smaller 
amount indeed, of about 10,000 profiles per month, compared to the pack of other producers. 
However, quite interestingly, the common subset of profiles, between all producers, is also 10,000 
lower than the JPL count. This near-match in the differences (from other producers to JPL, and then 
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from JPL to common subset) is quite puzzling. Could it come from an unexpected issue in individual 
ID assignment (e.g., a shift by a minute or so), which would make many JPL profiles not match the 
other IDs? 
Response 7 
The number of profiles plotted in Fig.1 is the number delivered by each center for this study. As 
noted in the manuscript, quality control is handled differently at each center, which means that not 
always the same set of profiles is delivered by each center. The profiles were collocated based on a 
unique event identifier (ID) including information on receiver ID, GPS satellite ID, date, and time of 
the observation. The JPL profiles are matched correctly to the other IDs. The fact that JPL produces 
less COSMIC data is likely due to a combination of retrieval processing loss and some data not fully 
processed. 
 
Comment 8 
“we are interested in the structural uncertainty of trends represented by the standard deviation of 
the n_center individual center trends”: Unless I misunderstood something, given that n_centers is (at 
most) 5, this means that the central metric of the paper is a standard deviation based on a 
population of 5 members. How reliable is a standard deviation based on so few members? This needs 
to be discussed. In the future, wouldn’t there be a more robust estimate that can computed, to 
characterize this spread, or inconsistencies, given a such small sample? 
Response 8 
We investigate the consistency of RO time series. We assess if final data products from different 
processing systems (based on the same raw measurements) are consistent and if they give consistent 
trend information. Therefore, we estimate the structural uncertainty of RO time series and trends. As 
a measure for structural uncertainty, we analyze the spread in difference time series and the spread 
in trends (see Wigley, 2006). Analyzing difference time series removes the variability that is common 
to the data sets and isolates those differences that may be due to differences in data set production 
methods, i.e., structural uncertainty of the data records (Fig. 4 to 7). Correspondingly, we chose the 
spread of trends (the standard deviation) as a measure of the structural uncertainty in trends (Fig. 8 
to 11).  
As discussed in our response to comment 2 above, the challenge is to quantify the true spread given 
a limited number of data sets. Thus, it is important to have several independent data records, but at 
least a minimum of three independently derived datasets are regarded necessary for an estimate of 
the structural uncertainty (Thorne, 2005). 
In section 3 of the revised manuscript, we state this now more explicitly:  
“The spread of the anomaly difference trends and the spread of the center trends were used for 
estimating the structural uncertainty (Wigley, 2006) of RO records. For each atmospheric variable and 
satellite mission, we computed the linear trend over the respective time period for the all-center 
mean, and for each center. The standard deviation of the center trends was finally used as a measure 
of the spread.” 
 
Comment 9 
The fact that the spread in physical temperatures is reduced so much, from the spread in dry 
temperatures, needs to be explained. Does it point to the fact that the products use similar 
(background) constraints in the retrieval, and then correspondingly that all products are probably 
quite representative of these constraints?  
Response 9 
Actually, the spread in physical temperature is similar to the spread in dry temperature or even a bit 
larger for physical temperature (see Fig. 12). As explained in section 2 and in section 4.1, the 
different moist air retrieval implementations include a priori information, which introduces 
uncertainties in physical temperature.  
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Throughout the manuscript text, we state that the spread in physical temperature is similar to that in 
dry temperature, except for one sentence at the end of section 4.3. We revised that sentence 
accordingly. It now reads:  
“Physical temperature shows similar uncertainty at lower altitudes, however, above about 30 km it 
can be larger than for dry temperature due to a priori information in moist air retrievals.” 
 
Comment 10 
The difference found at high latitudes is one very interesting result of this paper. This is mentioned as 
being related to Arctic SSW (something which correlates well by looking at the 60N-90N timeseries 
and the occurrences of peaks in winter). I would think this deserves a separate sub-section in 
discussion, with additional results to go a bit further. Is it possible to illustrate the influence of the 
different strategies for high-altitude initialization in these situations, e.g., by picking a particular SSW 
event, and showing individual profiles? 
Response 10 
Thank you for addressing this point. The main objective of this work is on the long-term stability of 
RO products, and to inform about strengths and limitations of the products. Analyzing the center-
specific potentials for improvement are within the responsibility of the respective centers. RO 
processing systems are under continuous development and are therefore expected to improve. This 
work shall support these efforts but further detailed analyses are out of scope here.  
 
Comment 11 
Throughout the paper, all statements making the link to the GCOS stability requirement need to be 
revised, as they all fail to include the other sources of uncertainty affecting stability (other than 
differences in processing). 
Response 11 
We disagree on this point as GNSS RO measurements are regarded as benchmark observations 
(Goody et al. 1998; GCOS 2011). Benchmark measurements are defined as measurements that can 
be related to absolute standards and may be repeated at any subsequent time with precise 
comparability (Goody et al., 1998; 2002), such that the accuracy of the record archived today can be 
verified by future generations. Traceability to standards of the international system of units (SI) is the 
foundation for benchmark measurements (e.g., Leroy et al., 2006; Ohring, 2007).  
The GNSS RO technique is such a stable measurement technique because it is based on highly precise 
and stable atomic clocks, which ensure long-term frequency stability (e.g., Steiner et al. 2011). The 
fundamental measurement is the GNSS signal phase change as function of time, measured with great 
precision, solely in terms of timing, and is an absolute measurement and SI-traceable (e.g., Ohring, 
2007). Therefore, separate data sets from different RO missions can be combined without 
intercalibration to a give long-term stable fundamental climate data record (FCDR). RO bending angle 
is given as one example of a FCDR by GCOS (2016). 
All characteristics of RO are described in the introduction section of the manuscript. We revised 
paragraph 3 and included a definition of long-term stability and a further reference. The paragraph 
now reads: 
“For climate observations, the accuracy requirement is much more stringent than for weather 
observations (Trenberth et al., 2013). However, the key attribute is long-term stability, defined as the 
extent to which uncertainty of measurement remains constant with time (GCOS, 2016). The 
uncertainty of the measurement must be smaller than the signal expected for decadal change (Ohring 
et al., 2005; Bojinski et al., 2014). Accordingly, ECV product requirements for air temperature include 
global coverage, a vertical resolution of 1–2 km in the troposphere and the stratosphere, a horizontal 
resolution of 100 km, a measurement uncertainty of 0.5 K, and a stability of 0.05 K per decade (GCOS, 
2016). For a definition of the metrological quantities we refer to Annex B of GCOS (2016) and to JCGM 
(2012).” 
 
Comment 12 
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Typo: ‘on exemplary’ -> one exemplary 
Response 12 
Corrected. 
 
 
Comment 13 
Table 1, impact height is only defined for UCAR. Do the other centers use different definitions? 
Shouldn’t this have been the same definition for all? In other terms, isn’t there a RO community-
approved definition of ’impact height’? 
Response 13 
There is a consistent common definition of vertical geolocation for RO parameters (but a definition 
was only included in the UCAR description in Table 1).  
We revised Table 1. We changed the description for UCAR to have it consistent with the description 
for the other centers. The revised sentence reads:  
“JGM2 geoid undulation is used to calculate MSL altitude.” 
We included the common definition for impact altitude used by all centers, which reads:  
“Bending angle is given as a function of impact altitude, i.e. impact parameter minus radius of 
curvature minus the undulation of the geoid. The impact parameter is defined as the perpendicular 
distance between the local center of curvature and the ray path from the GPS satellite.” 
 
Comment 14 
Table 1 indicates several vertical reference frames, not always WGS-84 ellipsoid and EGM-96 geoid. 
As a reminder, WMO Executive Council 59 (in 2007) adopted a draft resolution proposed by the 
Commission for Basic Systems of these two elements (WGS-84 and EGM-96) as the fundamental 
bases for vertically referencing all station observations. This choice was also relayed in the 
coordinated satellite community for geostationary products, by CGMS in 2011 (“LRIT/HRIT Global 
Specification”). It is not so much a matter of choosing the ‘best’ reference frame for each observing 
system, but one that is fit for purpose and a unique standard in a community, so as to avoid 
introducing artificial discrepancies/differences between products. Using different reference frames 
can only create artificial differences. It could hence be useful to make a note that some of the 
differences between data producers presented in Table 1, such as this one, will eventually need 
resolving. 
Response 14 
Thank you for raising this point. We addressed the topic of vertical geolocation and related 
uncertainties in the work of Scherllin-Pirscher et al. (2017). They investigated the implication of 
different geoid choices, e.g., between EGM-96 and JGM-3, on geopotential height. Differences 
between the results from these two models were found smaller than 1−2 m up to 35 km 
geopotential height, which is considered very small to negligible. For further details we refer to 
Scherllin-Pirscher et al. (2017).  
 
Comment 15 
Figure 1, it is unclear why the number of points differ by altitude, even though the list of profiles is 
supposedly common for all centers. Is this caused by different QC at each vertical level? 
Response 15 
We assume that this comment refers to Fig. 2. This is not caused by different QC, which is assigned 
per profile. The different number of points can occur if for one center invalid values appear at certain 
altitude levels.  
 
Comment 16 
Figures 4 to 7, the equations (shown in the legend inside each plot) are too small to be legible; they 
could go into a new table, or, better yet, be summarized in a graphic, in a similar form as Fig. 12. 
Response 16 
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We revised Fig. 4 to 7 and enlarged the fonts. We improved and enlarged the legends. We removed 
the inserts in the subpanels except for the global differences as the values of difference trends are 
described in the manuscript text anyway. 
 
Comment 17 
Figure 8 to 11 pack, in total, over 700 vertical profiles. Surely, there must be a way to summarize this 
into a manageable amount of information, for readers to grasp the message. These plots are surely 
of value in a supplement, though. 
Response 17 
Figure 12 actually summarizes the final information from Fig. 8 to 11 in a condensed format, but 
Fig. 12 does not give the full vertical information. Fig. 8 to 11 summarize relevant information at the 
full vertical resolution (one of the main characteristics of RO) for 6 parameters, 4 satellite missions, 5 
centers, 6 latitude zones, and up to 600 altitude levels. The figures graphically convey (i) differences 
between processing centers, (ii) that uncertainties in trends becoming larger at higher altitudes, (iii) 
that uncertainties propagate to lower altitudes for more derived parameters in the processing chain, 
(iv) that uncertainties are smaller at higher altitudes for the RO missions GRACE and METOP. We 
think that we convey all relevant information in an effective way for a comprehensive and overall 
picture on the consistency of RO data sets. 
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Abstract.  

Atmospheric climate monitoring requires observations of high-quality conforming to the criteria of the Global Climate 

Observing System (GCOS). Radio occultation (RO) data based on Global Positioning System (GPS) signals are available since 

2001 from several satellite missions with global coverage, high accuracy, and high vertical resolution in the troposphere and 

lower stratosphere. We assess the consistency and long-term stability of multi-satellite RO observations for use as climate data 20 

records. As a measure of long-term stability, we quantify the structural uncertainty of RO data products arising from different 

processing schemes. We analyze atmospheric variables from bending angle to temperature for four RO missions, CHAMP, 

Formosat-3/COSMIC, GRACE, and Metop, provided by five data centers. The comparisons are based on profile-to-profile 

differences, aggregated to monthly mediansans. Structural uncertainty in trends is found lowest from 8 km to 25 km altitude 

globally for all inspected RO variables and missions. For temperature, it is <0.05 K per decade in the global mean and <0.1 K 25 

per decade at all latitudes. Above 25 km, the uncertainty increases for CHAMP while data from the other missions – are based 

on advanced receivers –and are usable to higher altitudes for climate trend studies: dry temperature to 35 km, refractivity to 

40 km, and bending angle to 50 km. Larger differences in RO data at high altitudes and latitudes are mainly due to different 

implementation choices in the retrievals. The intercomparison helped to further enhance the maturity of the RO record and 

confirms the climate quality of multi-satellite RO observations towards establishing a GCOS climate data record. 30 
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1 Introduction  

Consistent and long-term stable observations are critically important for monitoring the Earth’s changing climate. In the free 

atmosphere above the boundary layer, uncertainties across data sets can be substantial and observations of thermodynamic 

variables are sparse, especially when considering measurements capable of detecting changes in the climate state. This was 

identified as a key issue in the Fifth Assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), stating the 5 

need for data with better accuracy for monitoring and detecting atmospheric climate change, particularly in the upper 

troposphere and in the stratosphere (Hartmann et al., 2013).  

In order to ensure global homogenous and accurate measurements, the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) Program 

defined basic monitoring principles for climate data generation (GCOS, 2010 a; b), and requirements for Climate Data Records 

(CDRs) of Essential Climate Variables (ECVs), such as air temperature (GCOS, 2016). A CDR is based on a series of 10 

instruments with sufficient calibration and quality control for the generation of homogeneous products. This means that 

separate data sets from different platforms must be directly comparable to give reliable long-term records, accurate and stable 

enough for climate monitoring (GCOS, 2010 a), which requires that the observations are traceable to standards of the 

international system of units (SI) (Ohring, 2007).  

For climate observations, the accuracy requirement is much more stringent than for weather observations, e.g., 0.1 K versus 15 

1 K for temperature (Trenberth et al., 2013). However, the key attribute is long-term stability., defined as the extent to which 

uncertainty of measurement remains constant with time (GCOS, 2016). The uncertainty of the measurement must be smaller 

than the signal expected for decadal change (Ohring et al., 2005; Bojinski et al., 2014). Accordingly, ECV product requirements 

for air temperature include global coverage, a vertical resolution of 1–2 km in the troposphere and the stratosphere, a horizontal 

resolution of 100 km, a measurement uncertainty of 0.5 K, and a stability of 0.05 K per decade (GCOS, 2016). For a definition 20 

of the metrological quantities we refer to Annex B of GCOS (2016) and to JCGM (2012).  

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) radio occultation (RO) has been identified as a key component for the GCOS due 

to its potential of being a climate benchmark record (GCOS, 2011). Efforts of the RO community are ongoing since the 

pioneering GPS/MET proof-of-concept mission in 1995 (Ware et al. 1996; Kursinski et al. 1997; Rocken et al. 1997; Steiner 

et al. 1999; 2001) to establish GNSS RO as observing system for Earth’s atmosphere and climate. Since 2001, continuous 25 

observations are available from several RO satellite missions with beneficial properties for climate use. Most missions have 

used only GPS signals so far, including the ones analyzed in this study; multi-GNSS use started with the Chinese FY-3C RO 

mission that also exploits Beidou System (BDS) signals (Bai et al., 2018; Sun et al,, 2018). 

RO is a limb sounding technique based on GNSS radio signals, which are refracted and retarded by the atmospheric refractivity 

field during their propagation to a receiver on a Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite. An occultation event occurs when a GNSS 30 

satellite sets behind (or rises from behind) the horizon. Its signals are then occulted by the Earth’s limb from the viewpoint of 

the receiver. The atmosphere is scanned vertically through the relative movements of the satellites providing a good vertical 

resolution. RO accurately measures the Doppler shifts of the refracted signals by relying on precise atomic clocks, which 
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enables traceability to the SI unit of the second (Leroy et al., 2006), long‐term stability, and small uncertainties. Therefore, a 

seamless observation record can be formed using data from different missions without the need for inter‐calibration nor 

temporal overlap (Foelsche et al., 2011; Angerer et al., 2017). Observations are available in nearly all‐weather conditions as 

signals in the L-band microwave range are not affected by clouds.  

GNSS RO provides high vertical resolution profiles of atmospheric bending angle and refractive index that relate directly to 5 

temperature under dry atmospheric conditions, where water vapor influence is negligible. For moist atmospheric conditions, 

in the troposphere, a priori information is needed in the retrieval. The vertical resolution is typically about 100 m in the lower 

troposphere to about 1 km in the stratosphere (Kursinski et al. 1997; Gorbunov et al. 2004). Zeng et al. (2019) established the 

vertical resolution as 100–200 m near the tropopause, about 500 m in the lower stratosphere at low to mid-latitudes, and about 

1.4 km at 22–27 km at high latitudes. 10 

Data products comprise profiles and gridded fields of bending angle, refractivity, pressure, geopotential height, temperature, 

and specific humidity, for use in atmosphere and climate studies (see the reviews of Anthes et al., 2011; Steiner et al., 2011; 

Ho et al., 2019a in press). Various derived quantities include, e.g., planetary boundary layer height (e.g., Sokolovskiy et al., 

2006; Xie et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2011; Ao et al., 2012; Ho et al., 2015), tropopause parameters (e.g., Randel et al., 2003; 

Schmidt et al., 2005; 2008; Rieckh et al., 2014), and geostrophic wind (e.g., Verkhoglyadova et al., 2014; Scherllin-Pirscher 15 

et al., 2014). RO provides atmospheric profiles with essentially independent information on altitude and pressure. This unique 

property ensures equivalent data quality on different vertical coordinates, i.e., mean-sea-level (MSL) altitude, geopotential 

height, pressure levels, or potential temperature coordinates (Scherllin-Pirscher et al., 2017).  

RO observations improve weather prediction (Healy et al., 2005; Aparicio and Deblonde, 2008; Cardinali, 2009; Cucurull, 

2010; Cardinali and Healy, 2014) and hurricane forecasts (e.g., Huang et al., 2005; Kuo et al., 20092008; Liu et al. 2012; Chen 20 

et al., 2015; Ho et al., 2019b). The RO data anchor atmospheric (re)analyses (Poli et al., 2010; Bauer et al., 2014; Simmons et 

al., 2017), and are useful for validating other types of observations (e.g., Steiner et al., 2007; He et al., 2009; Ladstädter et al., 

2011; 2015; Ho et al., 2009a; 2010; 2017; 2018) and climate models (Ao et al., 2015; Pincus et al., 2017; Steiner et al., 2018). 

The importance of the RO record for climate monitoring grows with its increasing length (e.g., Steiner et al., 2009; Schmidt 

et al., 2010; Lackner et al., 2011; Steiner et al., 2011; Gleisner et al., 2015; Khaykin et al., 2017; Leroy et al., 2018). 25 

An important prerequisite for CDRs is information on uncertainties of the provided variables. For individual RO temperature 

profiles, the observational uncertainty estimate is 0.7 K in the tropopause region, slightly decreasing into the troposphere and 

gradually increasing into the stratosphere (Scherllin-Pirscher et al., 2011a; 2017). For monthly-zonal averaged temperature 

fields, the total uncertainty estimate is smaller than 0.15 K in the upper troposphere-lower stratosphere (UTLS), and up to 

0.6 K at higher latitudes in wintertime (Scherllin-Pirscher et al., 2011b). Overall, the uncertainties of RO climatological fields 30 

are small compared to any other UTLS observing system for thermodynamic atmospheric variables. An overview of the main 

properties of RO is given in Steiner et al. (2011). 

The systematic assessment of accuracy and quality of RO records is in the focus of joint studies by the RO Trends 

intercomparison working group, an international collaboration of RO processing centers since 2006 
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(http://irowg.org/projects/rotrends/). The aim is to validate RO as a climate benchmark by comparing trends in RO products 

determined by different retrieval centers. This is assessed by quantifying the structural uncertainty (SU) in RO products arising 

from different processing schemes.  

Structural uncertainty of an observational record arises due to different choices in processing and methodological approaches 

for constructing a data set from the same raw data (Thorne, 2005). The challenge is thus to quantify the true spread of physically 5 

possible solutions from a limited number of data sets. At least three independently processed datasets are regarded necessary 

for an estimate of the structural uncertainty, but the more data sets the better. Thus, multiple independent efforts should be 

undertaken to create climate records. 

In the first intercomparison studies, we so far quantified the structural uncertainty of RO data from the CHAMP mission 

(CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload for geoscientific research) provided by different RO data centers. Profile-to-profile 10 

intercomparisons (Ho et al., 2009b; 2012) were based on exactly the same set of profiles from each data center. 

Complementarily, we compared RO gridded climate records, based on the full set of profiles provided by each center and 

accounted for the different sampling (Steiner et al., 2013a). The results for gridded CHAMP records were consistent with those 

for individual profiles. The structural uncertainty in the CHAMP RO record was found lowest in the tropics and mid-latitudes 

at 8–25 km and to increase above and at high latitudes due to different choices in the retrievals.  15 

Here we present an advanced assessment of the consistency of multi-year RO records for multiple satellite missions and for 

the full set of dry and moist atmospheric variables. We systematically intercompare RO data products provided by those five 

international RO processing centers that are processing several or all available RO missions and that provide RO data for long-

term records (from CHAMP to current RO missions). and wWe quantify the structural uncertainty for nine RO climate 

variables from bending angle to temperature and specific humidity. The comparisons are based on profile-to-profile 20 

differences, aggregated to monthly medianans. We discuss the results with respect to GCOS stability requirements for climate 

variables. The quantification of structural uncertainty as one property of a climate benchmark data type is regarded as an 

essential advance towards a multi-year RO climate record.  

In this respect, our study contributes to enhancing the maturity of RO data (Bates and Privette, 2012; Merchant et al., 2017), 

which is a goal of the RO-CLIM project (http://www.scope-cm.org/projects/scm-08/) within the initiative on Sustained and 25 

COordinated Processing of Environmental satellite data for Climate Monitoring (SCOPE-CM). SCOPE-CM supports the 

coordination of international activities to generate CDRs. It is also a recommendation of the WMO/CGMS International RO 

Working Group (IROWG, www.irowg.org) to establish RO-based CDRs at the quality standards of the GCOS climate 

monitoring principles (IROWG, 2018). 

In the following, we give a concise description of the RO data sets and the data processing in section 2. In section 3 we describe 30 

the study setup and analysis methods. We present and discuss results on the consistency and structural uncertainty of multi-

satellite RO products in section 3. Section 4 closes with a summary and conclusions. 

http://irowg.org/projects/rotrends/
http://www.scope-cm.org/projects/scm-08/
http://www.irowg.org/
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2 Radio occultation data and processing description  

2.1 RO missions and data 

The first continuous RO measurements were provided by the German mission CHAMP from May 2001 to October 2008, 

tracking about 250 RO events per day with a BlackJack GPS receiver (Wickert et al., 2004; 2009). The US/German GRACE 

(Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) twin-satellites (GRACE-A and GRACE-B) were launched in 2002 (Wickert et 5 

al., 2005; Beyerle et al., 2005). RO measurements have been provided since 2006, when the BlackJack receivers onboard 

GRACE were switched on. As the first constellation mission, the Taiwan/U.S. Formosat-3/COSMIC (Constellation Observing 

System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate/ Formosa Satellite Mission 3; denoted F3C hereafter) mission consists of 

six satellites for RO observations (Anthes et al., 2008). Launched in 2006, the Integrated GPS Occultation Receiver (IGOR) 

tracked both setting and rising occultations, resulting in about 500 RO events per day. The Metop series (Luntama et al., 2008) 10 

is operated by the European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT). Metop-A has 

delivered data since the end of 2007 and Metop-B since spring 2013; Metop-C only started data delivery early 2019. All three 

Metop satellites carry a GNSS receiver for Atmospheric Sounding (GRAS) with four dual-frequency channels for simultaneous 

tracking of two rising and two setting events, yielding about 700 observed RO events per day.  

Data from these four satellite missions have been delivered for the assessment of the consistency of multi-satellite RO records. 15 

The following processing centers provided reprocessed RO data products from bending angle to temperature for this study: 

Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) Copenhagen, Denmark; German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ) Potsdam, 

Germany; Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Pasadena, CA, USA; University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) 

Boulder, CO USA; and Wegener Center/University of Graz (WEGC), Graz, Austria. Each center has implemented an 

independently developed processing system for the retrieval of RO data products. While the basic steps in the retrieval 20 

(Kursinski et al., 1997) are essentially the same, different implementation options are chosen by the centers for specific 

processing steps.  

2.2 General RO data processing description 

Here, Wwe briefly describe the basic retrieval steps from the phase measurements to atmospheric variables for dry and moist 

atmospheric conditions. In Table 1, we present gives a concise overview on the implementation of the processing retrieval 25 

steps and the implementation at each center and discuss the main differences.  

The fundamental measurement is the GNSS signal phase change as function of time, which varies according to the optical path 

length between the transmitter satellite and the LEO receiver satellite. Highly accurate atomic clocks are the heart of the system 

ensuring long-term frequency stability. Two coherent carrier signals are transmitted, in case of the U.S. Global Positioning 

System (GPS) at wavelengths of 0.19 m (L1 signal) and 0.24 m (L2 signal) (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008; Teunissen and 30 

Montenbruck, 2017), which enables to removinge contributions due to Earth’s ionosphere in a later retrieval step (Hofmann-

Wellenhof et al., 2008; Teunissen and Montenbruck, 2017). 
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In the retrieval, the Doppler shift, i.e., the time-derivative of the phase, is propagated further (e.g. Melbourne et al., 1994; 

Kursinski et al., 1997). The kinematic contribution to the Doppler shift due to the relative motion of the GNSS and LEO 

satellites is determined from precise position and velocity information, i.e., precise orbit determination (POD) (Bertiger et al., 

1994; König et al., 2006). Removing it yields the Doppler shift due to the Earth's refractivity field. Errors in the receiver clock 

are removed by single differencing with a second reference satellite link or with double differencing, by using additional 5 

ground clock information (Wickert et al., 2002). No differencing is needed, i.e., zero differencing, if there are ultra-stable 

clocks aboard the LEO satellites and clock errors are very small, such as for GRACE or Metop (e.g., Wickert et al., 2002; 

Schreiner et al., 2010; 2011; Bai et al. 20187). Geodetic processing systems are used to estimate errors in the GNSS transmitter 

clocks.  

For microwave refraction, geometric optics is applied to convert Doppler shift to bending angle profiles, assuming local 10 

spherical symmetry of the atmosphere. In the lower troposphere, multipath and diffraction effects become important due to 

atmospheric humidity. Here, wave optics methods are applied for the retrieval of bending angle, using phase and amplitude 

information (e.g., Gorbunov, 2002; Jensen et al., 2003; 2004; Gorbunov et al., 2004; Sokolovskiy et al., 2007). The ionospheric 

contribution to the signal is largely removed by differencing the dual-frequency GNSS signals, typically at bending angle level 

(Vorob’ev and Krasil’nikova, 1994). Current research aims at further minimization of the residual ionospheric error (Danzer 15 

et al. 2015). The ionosphere-corrected bending angle represents the cumulative signal refraction due to atmospheric density 

gradients.  

The next retrieval step is the computation of refractivity from bending angle by an Abel transform (Fjeldbo et al., 1971). This 

involves an integral with an upper bound of infinity. Also, the signal-to-noise ratio of the bending angle decreases with 

increasing altitude (above about 50 km depending on the thermal noise of the receiver). Therefore, an initialization of bending 20 

angle profiles with background information is performed at high altitudes. The optimized bending angle profiles are then 

converted to refractivity profiles.  

Refractivity at microwave wavelengths in the neutral atmosphere mainly depends on thermodynamic conditions of the dry and 

the moist atmosphere, and is given by the Smith Weintraub formula (Smith and Weintraub, 1953) or updated formulations 

(Aparicio and Laroche, 2011; Healy, 2011; Cucurull et al., 2013). Dry density profiles are calculated from atmospheric 25 

refractivity by neglecting the wet term in the formula. Dry pressure profiles are retrieved using the hydrostatic equation and 

dry temperature profiles using the equation of state for dry air conditions in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. In 

the lower to middle troposphere, the retrieval of (physical) atmospheric temperature or humidity requires additional 

background information in order to resolve the wet-dry ambiguity information inherent in refractivity (e.g., Kursinski et al., 

1996; Healy and Eyre, 2000; Kursinski and Gebhard, 2014). Different methods are applied for moist air retrievals including a 30 

priori knowledge of the state of the atmosphere. Finally, quality control (QC) is implemented at several processing steps.  

Atmospheric profiles are provided as function of mean sea level (MSL) altitude due to accurate knowledge of transmitter and 

receiver positions (and the assumption of local spherical symmetry), referred to a the world geodetic system 1984 (WGS 84) 

reference coordinate system and the Earth’s geoid (see Table 1). The vertical integration of density also provides pressure as 
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function of altitude. This enables the computation of gGeopotential height can be computed (without the need of information 

on surface pressure or any other information except gravity potential). Further details on vertical coordinates and geolocation 

of RO are given in Scherllin-Pirscher et al. (2017).  

2.3 Center-specific RO processing steps and comparison 

Table 1 provides an overview on current state-of-the-art retrieval versions and the processing steps implemented at each center 5 

as well as information on data description and availability (Steiner et al., 2013; Table 1 updated for current processing versions 

and extended for moist air processing steps). Three of the RO centers (GFZ, JPL, UCAR) have the full processing chain 

implemented, going from raw data level to atmospheric variables. Two centers (DMI and WEGC) start their processing at 

phase data level in this study, by using phase data and orbit data from UCAR/CDAAC (COSMIC Data Analysis and Archive 

Center). Thus, as some centers start with the same phase and orbit data (from UCAR), the products from raw data to 10 

atmospheric parameters are not strictly independent for these centers. Some centers do not start their processing chain directly 

from the raw data level but start at the level of phase data that has been calibrated to remove geometric effects and clock errors 

(so-called “excess phase”). DMI and WEGC use calibrated phase and orbit data from UCAR/CDAAC (COSMIC Data 

Analysis and Archive Center) for all satellite missions in this study. Thus, as three centers start with the same phase and orbit 

data, the RO products are not independent.  15 

The main differences between the centers’ processing steps include the initialization of the Abel integral that transforms 

bending angles to refractivity, moist-air retrieval, and quality control. For the bending angle vertical profiles, JPL performs an 

extrapolation of the bending angle to higher altitudes while the other centers apply statistical optimization methods that 

combine the bending angle measurements with a background bending angle. Each center uses different background 

information, either atmosphere model climatologies (GFZ, UCAR), observation based climatologies (DMI), or short-range 20 

forecasts (WEGC). Handling of observational and background errors affects the amount of information from observations and 

from the background included in the retrieved optimized bending angle. Observational error is typically smaller in data from 

RO systems with improved performance, i.e., lower thermal noise or higher gain antennas enabling higher signal-to-noise-

ratio up to higher altitudes.  

In the different moist air retrieval implementations, a priori information is also included, stemming either from atmospheric 25 

analyses or forecasts (JPL, WEGC) or (model forecast produced with) reanalysis (DMI, UCAR) data.  

Quality control is handled differently at each center, which means that not always the same set of profiles is delivered by each 

center.  

Figure 1 shows the number of profiles per month delivered by each center for each RO mission. Indicated is also the number 

of profiles in the common subsets, which we used in the profile-to-profile intercomparison for quantifying structural 30 

uncertainty. For CHAMP, GFZ delivered the largest number of data, followed by UCAR, DMI, WEGC, and JPL. There is a 

data gap in July 2006 when CHAMP had only very few measurements. The common subset of profiles for CHAMP summed 

up on average to about 1500 profiles per month.  
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For F3C, DMI, UCAR, and WEGC delivered nearly the same number of data, only JPL provided a smaller amount. GFZ did 

not process F3C data. The number of F3C measurements was highest from 2007 to 2010 with more than 70000 profiles per 

month and decreased over time as the satellites successively ceased achieving full function. The mission design life was two 

years. Only two of the six F3C satellites still produced data in 2018. For this study, UCAR provided a reprocessed F3C data 

set until 04/2014. The common subset of F3C data ranged from 20000 up to 50000 profiles per month over time.  5 

Data for GRACE were provided by three centers, DMI, GFZ, WEGC, delivering nearly the same amount of profiles with a 

common subset of about 3000 profiles per month. Metop data were provided by DMI, UCAR, and WEGC, with a common 

subset of about 15000 profiles increasing to 25000 per month when the second Metop satellite started measuring.  

The number of common profiles is noticeably less smaller than the number of profiles delivered by any of the centers which 

is mainly due to the different quality control handling. This means that not the same set of profiles is delivered by each center.  10 

 

3 Study setup and analysis method  

We investigated the structural uncertainty of the following RO variables: bending angle (α), optimized bending angle (αopt), 

refractivity (N), dry pressure (pdry), dry temperature (Tdry), dry geopotential height (Zdry), pressure (p), temperature (T), and 

specific humidity (q). The atmospheric profiles were provided on a 100 m MSL altitude grid, except bending angle which was 15 

given on impact altitude, and geopotential height which was related to dry pressure levels, i.e., “dry pressure altitude” defined 

as zp[m] = (7000 m)∙ln(1013.25 hPa/ pdry [hPa]). 

Table 2 summarizes the data delivered for this study by each center and gives information on satellite missions, time periods 

and atmospheric variables. Not all of the centers provided data for each satellite and each variable. UCAR did not provide 

optimized bending angle profiles. GFZ did not provide moist-air variables. This was adequately considered in the 20 

computations.  

The study was based on the intercomparison of collocated profiles between the centers for each satellite mission and 

atmospheric variable. The profiles were collocated based on a unique event identifier (ID) including information on receiver 

ID, GPS satellite ID, date, and time of the observation. The common subset of data was analyzed further. This means that only 

the common time periods can be intercompared for which each center provided data continuously. The investigated periods 25 

are 09/2001–09/2008 for CHAMP (5 centers), 03/2007–12/2016 for GRACE (3 centers), 08/2006–04/2014 for F3C (4 centers), 

and 03/2008–12/2015 for Metop (3 centers).  

We first calculated the differences (ΔXi) of each center (c) to the all-center mean (i.e. mean of all centers) (Xi
all) over time 

based on individual profiles of atmospheric parameters (Xi), with i denoting the index of matched profiles and ncenter denoting 

the number of centers, using Eq. 1 and Eq. 2:.  30 

 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖all = 1
𝑛𝑛center

∑ 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖(𝑐𝑐)𝑛𝑛center
𝑐𝑐=1 ,           (1) 
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∆𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 = 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 − 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖all.            (2) 

The profiles (Xi, ΔXi, Xi
all) were then binned into 10-degree zonal bands and averaged to monthly medians (X, ΔX, Xall). By 

using difference time series we remove the climate variability that is common in the data sets. The remaining deviations that 

may then be caused by different processing methods. Anomaly difference time series were then computed by subtracting the 

mean annual cycle for the respective time period (see Table 2) to reduce the natural variability in the differences. Percentage 5 

anomaly difference time series were computed for variables which exponentially decrease exponentially with altitude. The 

spread of linear trends in the anomaly differences and finally the standard deviation of center trends are used for estimating 

the structural uncertainty of RO records (Wigley, 2006).  

The spread of the anomaly difference trends and the spread of the center trends were used for estimating the structural 

uncertainty (Wigley, 2006) of RO records. For each atmospheric variable and satellite mission, we computed the linear trend 10 

over the respective time period for the all-center mean, and for each center., as well as t The standard deviation of the center 

trends was finally used as a measure of the spread.  

We performed the calculations for each atmospheric parameter (X) for each satellite mission (s) of each center (c) given at 

monthly resolution (t) for latitude bands (ϕ) and altitude levels (z), i.e. nine parameters, four satellite missions, five centers, 

for 18 latitude bands and up to 600 altitude levels as well as for six large latitude bands and up to 8 altitude layers (after Steiner 15 

et al., 2013; Mochart, 2018). 

The all-center mean Xall of an atmospheric parameter X as function of latitude (ϕ), altitude (z), time (t), and satellite (s) was 

calculated using Eq. 1: 

𝑋𝑋𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎�𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘, 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚� = 1
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

∑ 𝑋𝑋�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚�
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑖𝑖=1 .       (1) 

The difference of each center (c) to the all-center mean was then calculated for each latitude band, altitude layer, time step, 20 

and satellite using Eq. 2, and the percentage difference using Eq. 3: 

∆𝑋𝑋�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘, 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚� = 𝑋𝑋�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘, 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚� − 𝑋𝑋𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎�𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎, 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚�,      (2) 

∆𝑋𝑋
𝑋𝑋
�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚� = 100

𝑋𝑋�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗,𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙,𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚�−𝑋𝑋𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗,𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙,𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚�

𝑋𝑋𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙�𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗,𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘,𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙,𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚�
.       (3) 

The mean difference of each center to the all-center mean was computed by averaging over the satellite dependent period, with 

ntime as the number of time steps (months), using Eq. 43: 25 

∆𝑋𝑋�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘, 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚� = 1
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐

∑ �𝑋𝑋�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎, 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚� − 𝑋𝑋𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎�𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘, 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚��
𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐
𝑎𝑎=1 .     (4) 

 

∆𝑋𝑋�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘, 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚� = 1
𝑛𝑛time

∑ �∆𝑋𝑋�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘, 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚��
𝑛𝑛time
𝑎𝑎=1 .       (3) 
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Results from these computations are discussed in section 4.1.  

Then, the annual cycle for the differences to the all-center mean was computed using Eq. 54. The number of years over which 

the annual cycle was calculated is denoted nyr, the index l' takes the values one to twelve, and 𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎′ denotes one of the twelve 

months of a year: 

∆𝑋𝑋AnnCycle�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎′ , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚� = 1
𝑛𝑛yr

∑ ∆𝑋𝑋�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎′′ , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚�
𝑛𝑛yr
𝑎𝑎′′=1 . (5)∆𝑋𝑋AnnCycle�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , 𝜏𝜏𝑎𝑎′ , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚� =5 

1
𝑛𝑛𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐

∑ ∆𝑋𝑋 �𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘, 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎′+12∙�𝑎𝑎′′−1�, 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚�
𝑛𝑛𝑦𝑦𝑐𝑐
𝑎𝑎′′=1 .     (4) 

Subtracting the annual cycle provided the de-seasonalized anomaly differences for each center c and satellite mission s, 

obtained according to Eq. 65: 

∆𝑋𝑋DeseasAnomDiff�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚� = ∆𝑋𝑋�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗 , 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎, 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚� − ∆𝑋𝑋AnnCycle�𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 ,𝜙𝜙𝑗𝑗, 𝑧𝑧𝑘𝑘 , , 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚12 𝜏𝜏1+(𝑎𝑎−1) mod 12, , 𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚�. 

  (56) 10 

Fractional (percentage) de-seasonalized anomaly differences were computed analogously. 

Linear trends were then computed with standard linear regression for the de-seasonalized anomaly difference time series and, 

finallyanalogously, for the de-seasonalized time series of each center. Results from these computations are discussed in 

sections 4.2 and 4.3. For better comparison, the trends are stated per 10 years. However, we do not discuss climatological 

trends here as the time periods are different for each RO mission. We are interested in the structural uncertainty of trends 15 

represented by the standard deviation of the ncenter individual center trends. This measure gives us an indication of the stability 

of the multi-satellite RO records.  

We performed the computations for 10°-zonal medians, averaging the collocated individual RO profiles on the given vertical 

grid on a monthly medianan basis. We then averaged to larger latitudinal domains and altitude layers, in which RO data show 

similar behavior and similar structural uncertainty. We defined six latitude bands: the tropics (TRO; 20°N–20°S), 20 

northern/southern mid latitudes (NML/SML; 20°N/S–60°N/S), northern/southern high latitudes (NHL/SHL; 60°N/S–90°N/S), 

and a global band (GLOB; 90°N–90°S). We defined (up to) eight altitude layers. The uppermost altitude levels are 60 km for 

bending angle, 50 km for refractivity, and 40 km for the other variables except humidity (15 km). The inspected vertical layers 

include 8–18 km, 18–25 km, 25–30 km, 30–35 km, 35–40 km, 40–50 km, 50–60 km. Structural uncertainty in trends is finally 

presented at the full 100 m altitude grid.  25 

4 Results and discussion  

4.1 Comparison of differences in multi-satellite RO profiles for one exemplary month and for the total mean 

ForAs a first overview, we present comparison results for one exemplary month, July 2008, for selected atmospheric RO 

variables in order to introduce several characteristic features. Figure 2 shows the global mean difference of profiles from each 
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center with respect to the all-center mean, for the missions CHAMP, F3C, GRACE, and Metop. Differences for the variables 

bending angle, optimized bending angle, refractivity, dry temperature, and physical temperature are presented. Note that 

deviations of one center are counter-balanced by other centers due to referencing to the all-center mean.  

The mean difference profiles for non-optimized bending angle and bending angle are smaller at upper altitudes for F3C, 

GRACE, and Metop compared to CHAMP due to enhanced receiver quality, and smoother due to the larger number of data 5 

available. For CHAMP, the bending angle becomes noisy near 35–40 km and above 40–50 km for the other RO missions. The 

optimization of the bending angle reduces the noise and stabilizes the retrieval at high altitudes above 50 km. The noise 

reduction is visible in the optimized bending angle differences, specifically for F3C, GRACE, and Metop. The bending angle 

differences are <0.1% from 10–40/50 km impact altitude, depending on the mission.  

In the RO retrieval chain of further derived parameters, such as refractivity, pressure, or dry temperature, the impact of 10 

background information propagates further downward in altitude for each retrieved parameter. Refractivity, which is 

proportional to atmospheric density, shows differences of <0.05% at 10–30 km for all satellites in July 2008. Dry temperature 

differences are small from 8–25/30 km depending on the mission. Physical temperatures, usually derived with a priori 

information, show generally smallersimilar differences, with JPL showing larger deviations due to cut-off artefacts below 15 

km (see below).  15 

Next, we give an overview on mean differences with respect to the all-center mean, averaged over the full time period of a 

mission, which we exemplarily show for the F3C mission. Figure 3 presents averaged anomaly differences for bending angle, 

refractivity, dry temperature, temperature, and specific humidity for 10°-zonal means at a 100 m vertical grid. The mean 

differences for bending angle are found to be very small (0.1–0.2%) at all latitudes, except at high latitudes, where differences 

are larger for JPL and UCAR bending angles. Different choices for the bending angle initialization by the centers are reflected 20 

in larger refractivity differences above about 40 km, while below the mean differences are very small (<0.1%). For subsequent 

derived variables, the differences become larger already above 30 km as seen for dry temperature. There, some latitude 

dependent features appear which might stem from high-altitude initialization in the retrieval, specifically at high latitudes. At 

5–30 km, mean differences for dry temperature are found <0.2 K for all latitude bands. Physical temperature shows similar 

differences of <0.2 K at 2–30 km altitude. JPL provides physical temperature products only down to a certain altitude. RO 25 

temperature is cut off when it rises above 240 K in their moist air retrieval, where background temperature information from 

ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) analyses is used to derive specific humidity. DMI and 

UCAR use a 1-dimensional variational (1D-Var) method to derive temperature with ERA-Interim (ECMWF Reanalysis-

Interim) products as background. WEGC applies a simplified 1D-Var retrieval method, using ECMWF forecasts analyses as 

background below about 16 km altitude. Above this altitude, WEGC dry and physical temperatures are the same. However, in 30 

Fig. 3, differences are shown with respect to the all-center mean, and the latter is different for dry and physical temperature. 

For specific humidity we find mean differences of each center to the all-center mean of <15%. JPL provides specific humidity 

data up to 10 km altitude only in synergy with the temperature cut-off, and the number of data decreases above 8 km. The 

larger differences at this altitude are artefacts and can be removed with a more rigid cut-off. Only few centers delivered 
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humidity and the data have different height availability, which hampers a rigorous statistical intercomparison of humidity in 

this study. We thus do not show further comparisons here.  

Comparison of mean differences with data of the other satellite missions CHAMP, GRACE, and Metop shows good 

consistency over the same regions, however, differences are found smaller at higher altitudes, specifically for Metop. 

Commonalities and differences are further investigated in the full difference time series and revealed in the structural 5 

uncertainty estimates.  

4.2 Comparison of anomaly difference time series 

Here, we investigate anomaly difference time series (see Eq. 56) for each satellite mission (CHAMP, F3C, GRACE, Metop) 

over the respective time periods as presented in Fig. 4 to 7. We show monthly medianan differences to the all-center mean for 

two selected variables, bending angle and dry temperature. Bending angle stands at the beginning of the processing chain (after 10 

phase data processing) while dry temperature is one of the final RO products commonly used in climate studies. We present 

results for the global mean (GLO) and for selected zonal means, the tropics (TRO), and high latitudes (SHL, NHL). We do not 

show results for the mid-latitude bands (NML, SML) as the results are similar to those in the tropics. We investigate 

consistencies and deviations in the anomaly difference time series of individual centers to the all-center mean.  

For all satellite missions we find that bending angle differences are overall very small and consistent below 30 km at all 15 

latitudes. However, there are some differences which we discuss in the following. For CHAMP, the spread of mean anomaly 

difference trends in bending angle (Fig. 4a) is larger than for the other missions. For the zonal means, it is about ±0.05% per 

decade below 25 km, increasing to about ±0.1% per decade above. At SHL, a larger difference trend is seen for GFZ at 25–

30 km.. Larger variability in bending angle is found for JPL over the investigated period, likely due to the sensitivity of the 

bending angle extrapolation to measurement noise. The difference time series in CHAMP bending angle show similar behavior 20 

at high latitudes and in the tropics. The global mean difference trends (90°S–90°N) for CHAMP are -0.03% to 0.06 ±0.04% 

per decade at 8–18 km and ±0.02% per decade above. 

For F3CCOSMIC, the spread of mean anomaly difference trends (Fig. 5a) is found larger at high latitudes than in the tropics. 

Largest difference trends are found at SHL, with a spread of -–0.178% to 0.1% per decade in all altitude layers. This is due to 

a small shift in UCAR bending angle in 2013, which is currently under investigation. In the tropics, the differences are small.  25 

Only at lower altitudes, variability is larger in the WEGC bending angle. These are artefacts due to improper cut-off of the 

WEGC profiles below 12 km altitude. However, iIn the global mean, the spread in difference trends is quite small with -

±0.02% to 0.1% per decade at 18–25 km, and ±0.01% per decade at 25–30 km, which is smaller than for CHAMP.  

GRACE shows highly consistent anomaly differences (Fig. 6a) and a similar behavior at all latitudes. An interesting feature 

in GFZ bending angle is an oscillating variability over time for GRACE data. However, the spread in difference trends is very 30 

small with ±0.01% in all altitude layers. Globally it is zero. Also, for Metop we find high consistency in anomaly differences 

(Fig. 7a), with a spread in difference trends of ±0.021% per decade for bending angle except in the tropical band. There, 

differences are a bit slightly larger with ± 0.05% per decade at 18–25 km.  
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For refractivity, we find high consistency in the difference trends (not shown here for the time series, but later in section 4.3). 

The spread of the difference trends is about ±0.01% to ±0.02% per decade at all latitudes at 8–30 km for F3C, GRACE, and 

Metop, and near zero globally. For CHAMP, it is within ±0.02% to ±0.03% per decade, and larger differences only occur for 

GFZ time series at high latitudes.  

For dry temperature, the difference time series show some common features for all satellites. We find that the spread in 5 

anomaly difference trends for dry temperature is smallest in the troposphere layer (8–18 km), larger in the lower stratosphere 

layer (18–25 km), and further increases above. The spread in difference trends is found largest for CHAMP (Fig. 4b), followed 

by F3CCOSMIC (Fig. 5b), GRACE (Fig. 6b), and Metop (Fig. 7b).  

The global mean difference trends of the centers for CHAMP ranges from about ±0.068 K per decade at 8–18 km to ±0.156 K 

per decade at 18–25 km, and reaches -0.31 K to +0.47 to about ±0.4 K per decade at 25–30 km. For F3CCOSMIC, the global 10 

spread is only ±0.02 K per decade at 8–25 km to ±0.085 K per decade at 25–30 km. For GRACE, it is even smaller with 

±0.01 K per decade at lower altitudes increasing to ±0.068K per decade at 25–30 km. For Metop, it is near-zero in the 

troposphere, ±0.021 K per decade in the lower stratosphere, and -0.074 K to +0.02 K per decade above.  

For CHAMP dry temperature, some larger differences occur in the tropics. There, the JPL time series show a slight shift, which 

is most prominent at upper altitude levels. Some deviations occur in the UCAR time series for some winter months at NHL. 15 

These peaks are only visible for a few months, when sudden stratospheric warmings occurred. The peaks can be explained by 

high altitude initialization with the NCAR climatology, which does not capture the extraordinary large temperature changes at 

high latitudes during sudden stratospheric warmings. For GRACE, a peak in WEGC data is seen at the beginning of the time 

series at upper height levels. However, in the global average, the anomaly differences are found very small despite some larger 

deviations in some NHL winter months. Also, the results for physical temperature are in very good agreement. They are 20 

consistent with dry temperature and UCAR data peaks are reduced to about 50%. 

Comparing results of the four RO missions, we find the highest consistency for GRACE and Metop between the centers. 

CHAMP and F3CCOSMIC show a bit larger differences, above 25 km (CHAMP) and at high latitudes (F3C). Apart from 

small features, the results are very consistent at 8–30 km. One potential reason for the higher consistency of GRACE and 

Metop records is considered to be technological advances on the newer satellite generations. Partly it might also be due to that 25 

only three centers delivered data for these missions, while five centers provided data for CHAMP and four centers provided 

data for F3C. 

4.3 Structural uncertainty for RO multi-satellite records 

Finally, we analyzed the consistency of trends for multi-satellite records from five different processing centers. We calculated 

trends for all variables based on the anomaly time series of the individual centers. We also computed the all-center mean trend. 30 

The spread of the center trends, i.e., the standard deviation of the individual center trends, is taken as a measure for the structural 

uncertainty of the RO records. We stress at this point that we do not investigate nor interpret climatological trends because this 

is not the focus of this study. Here, we are interested in the structural uncertainty of the RO records.  
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We present trends and standard deviations for each RO mission separately, for CHAMP (Fig. 8), F3C (Fig. 9), GRACE (Fig. 

10), and Metop (Fig. 11), for bending angle, refractivity, dry pressure, dry geopotential height, dry temperature, and 

temperature. We show the results for five latitude zones and for the global mean at the full vertically resolved grid, for bending 

angle up to 60 km altitude, for refractivity up to 50 km, and for the other variables up to 40 km. At lower altitudes, we cut at 

8 km for dry parameters, and at 2 km for temperature.  5 

For CHAMP (Fig. 8), the structural uncertainty of trends from different processing centers is found small below 40 km for 

bending angle, below 30 km for refractivity and dry pressure, and below 25–28 km for (dry) temperature at all latitudes. 

Structural uncertainty increases above 25 km and at high latitudes, mainly due to increased sensitivity to the different bending 

angle initialization approaches implemented at each center, including different high altitude background information. 

Compared to the results byof Steiner et al. (2013) for CHAMP, we find in this study even better agreement between the centers 10 

because improved data versions have been delivered. At high latitudes the uncertainty is smaller here, which is most probably 

due to a new data version provided by GFZ.  

For F3C (Fig. 9), the structural uncertainty is much smaller compared to CHAMP. It is low for bending angle up to 50 km, for 

refractivity up to 45 km, for dry pressure up to 40 km, and for (dry) temperature up to 30 km. Except aAt SHL, the structural 

uncertainty becomes larger for dry pressure and dry temperature above about 25 km altitude.  15 

For GRACE (Fig. 10), the structural uncertainty is very small at all altitude levels and at all latitudes, except for SHL. Larger 

structural uncertainty is only found at upper altitudes for bending angle and refractivity and at SHL for all variables.  

For Metop (Fig. 11), the structural uncertainty is found smallest compared to the other missions. High consistency is found at 

all latitudes and over all altitudes. A small difference in the trend near 20 km is visible for WEGC data. This is due to the 

handling of Metop data, where due to a tracking update in 2013 rising occultations are tracked only from about 20 km upwards.  20 

A summary of the resulting standard deviation numbers is given in Fig. 12 for all parameters and all satellites. We set these 

results into context with the GCOS stability requirements for ECVs, defined by 0.05 K per decade air temperature in the 

troposphere and stratosphere (GCOS, 2016), formerly by 0.1 K/ per decade in the stratosphere (GCOS, 2011). For the other 

RO variables no dedicated GCOS requirements exist but they can be estimated from physical relations between these variables 

with reasonable scaling. The corresponding estimates for 0.1 K per decade in temperature are 0.05% per decade for refractivity 25 

(factor 0.5), 0.12% per decade for bending angle (factor ~2.4), 0.06% per decade for pressure, and about 4 m per decade for 

geopotential height. The relation between geopotential height and pressure changes is given via atmospheric scale height of 

about 70 m geopotential height change per one percent pressure change (see Steiner et al., 2013).  

In Fig. 12, we visually relate the standard deviation to the GCOS stability criteria via color coding, where light orange indicates 

that the criteria are met for temperature with 0.05–0.1 K per decade and the corresponding criteria for the other RO variables.  30 

For the global average 90°S to 90°N, the standard deviation of bending angle trends is <0.06% per decade for the altitude 

layers 8–5025 km and 25–35 km, for all satellite missions, and <0.12% for latitudinal averages. For CHAMP it is larger above 

30 km.At high latitudes, it is larger for F3C at SHL (0.3%) and NHL (0.15%). For refractivity trends, the standard deviation 

is <0.03% per decade at 8–25 km and at 25–35 km for all satellites globally. Only for CHAMP it is again larger above 3025 km 
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and for Metop and GRACE at NHL/SHL (~0.05%) for some layers. For (dry) pressure trends, the standard deviation is 

<0.0303% per decade at 8–25 30 km globally and <0.06% per decade at all latitudes , except at SHL for CHAMP.  Dry 

geopotential height shows a standard deviation of <2–4 m for all satellites below 355 km globally, and below 30 km for tropics 

and mid-, except at high latitudes. For CHAMP it is about 105–20 m per decade at 25–35 km altitude.  

For (dry) temperature trends, the standard deviation is <0.05 K per decade at 8–25 km for all satellites, except for CHAMP it 5 

is about 0.1 K at 18–25 km<0.08 K. Even in theat 25–35 km layer, the standard deviation for dry temperature is globally 

<0.05–0.11 K per decade for F3C, GRACE, and Metop, and <0.1 K for F3C and GRACE whereas for CHAMP it is increases 

to about 0.5 K per decade  globally. Physical temperature shows even smaller similar uncertainty at lower altitudes, however, 

above about 30 km it can be larger than for dry temperature due to different a priori information in moist air retrievals. 

We find that RO multi-satellite data products from different centers are highly consistent at 8–25 km for all RO missions over 10 

all latitudes. Figure 12 reveals that F3C, GRACE, and Metop are usable for climate studies up to higher altitudes, to 30–35 km 

for temperature, geopotential height and pressure, and to 40 km for refractivity, and to 50 km for bending angle. Bending 

angles are found to be consistent up to 50 km because they are less sensitive to a priori information and thus useful for climate 

monitoring (Ringer and Healy, 2008). Therefore, structural uncertainty meets the GCOS stability requirements for air 

temperature, as well as corresponding requirements for the other RO variables in the specified regions.There structural 15 

uncertainty meets the stringent stability requirements for air temperature as defined by GCOS (2016), as well as corresponding 

requirements for the other RO variables. 

 

5 Summary and conclusions  

The aim of this study was to assess the consistency and long-term stability of RO observations for use as climate data records 20 

of essential climate variables in a global climate observing system. We therefore performed a rigorous intercomparison study 

of a full set of RO data products from multiple satellites provided by different RO processing centers. We analyzed all available 

RO data products from dry and moist air retrievals. The atmospheric variables included bending angle, optimized bending 

angle, refractivity, dry pressure, dry temperature, dry geopotential height, pressure, temperature, and specific humidity. Data 

products were delivered by five RO processing centers for the RO missions CHAMP, Formosat-3/COSMIC, GRACE, and 25 

Metop.  

As a measure for consistency and stability, we investigated the structural uncertainty of RO multi-satellite records which arises 

from different processing schemes. Based on the common subsets of delivered RO profiles, we computed de-seasonalized time 

series and difference time series of individual centers with respect to the all-center mean, as well as respective linear trends of 

the time series. The spread of the difference time series was investigated as one indication of structural uncertainty. We finally 30 

quantified the structural uncertainty of trends based on the standard deviation of the individual center trends. This uncertainty 
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measure gives a representation of the stability of the multi-satellite RO records, enabling assessment against GCOS stability 

requirements and of the consistency of products from different processing centers.  

 

Globally, the standard deviation of bending angle trends is found <0.06% per decade in the altitude layers 8–5025 km and 25–

35 km for all satellite missions except for CHAMP (up to 30 km). For refractivity trends, the standard deviation is <0.03% per 5 

decade at 8–35 km in these altitude layers for all satellites except CHAMP. For (dry) pressure trends, the standard deviation is 

<0.033% per decade globally at 8–3025 km globally, and <0.06% below 35 km depending on latitude. Dry geopotential height 

shows a standard deviation of <2–4 m per decade below 35 km for all satellites except CHAMP. For global (dry) global 

temperature trends, the standard deviation is <0.05 K per decade at 8–25 km and <0.1 K per decade at 25–35 km for all 

satellites, except for CHAMP where it is about 0.1 K per decade<0.08 K and about 0.5 K per decade, respectively.  10 

Our results show that RO multi-satellite data products from different centers are highly consistent between 8 and 25 km for all 

RO missions over all latitudes. Furthermore, data products from the newer satellite missions F3C, and specifically GRACE 

and Metop, are usable to higher altitudes due to advanced receivers (better onboard clocks) and lower bending angle noise at 

higher altitudes. For these missions, (dry) temperature, dry geopotential height, and (dry) pressure is found to be consistent up 

to 30–35 km, refractivity up to 40 km, and bending angle up to 50 km. 15 

In conclusion, we find that the RO record can be used for reliable climate trend assessments globally within 90°S to 90°N in 

these altitude regions, meeting the stringent GCOS stability requirements for air temperature and corresponding requirements 

for the other RO variables. Data users should be aware of the larger uncertainty of the CHAMP record at higher altitudes. Also, 

temperature derived with a moist air retrieval can have a larger uncertainty above 25 km due to a priori information. Knowledge 

of the differences in quality of the various satellite data is essential, especially when data from several missions are combined 20 

into a multi-satellite record. The final Fig. 12 gives an instructive overview on the structural uncertainties for all RO variables 

over latitude and altitude.  

This intercomparison study helped to further improve the maturity and quality of the RO records. During the course of work, 

we reported small issues and gave feedback to the processing centers, which was incorporated into the product development 

and resulted in improved reprocessed data sets for this study. We regard the quantification of structural uncertainty of multi-25 

satellite RO records from different RO processing centers as an essential advance towards the establishment of a global climate 

benchmark record as key component of GCOS.  

Efforts at RO centers are ongoing on further improving and advancing RO data processing, such as the new WEGC RO 

processing system with integrated uncertainty propagation and traceability to the fundamental time standard (Li et al., 2015; 

Innerkofler et al., 2017; Kirchengast et al. 2016; Schwarz et al., 2017; 2018; Gorbunov and Kirchengast, 2018; Innerkofler et 30 

al., 2018). Also, new RO missions with advanced receivers will provide RO data with better quality. RO receivers are 

established on the Chinese FY-3 meteorological satellite series (Sun et al., 2018), Metop-C is in orbit since November 2018, 

and the six-satellite FORMOSAT-7/COSMIC-2 constellation was successfully launched in June 2019 (Schreiner et al., 2016; 

Ho et al., 2019a).  
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New receivers are capable of tracking different GNSS signals from the U.S. GPS, the Russian GLONASS, the European 

Galileo system, and the Chinese Beidou system and will provide a larger number of observations. These recently launched and 

further planned RO missions will ensure the continuation of the RO record into the future for long-term climate monitoring 

and trend detection.  

 5 
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Tables: 

Table 1. Overview on processing steps for RO dry and moist air retrieval at DMI, GFZ, JPL, UCAR, WEGC.  
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Processing step Center Implementations of each center 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 5 
URL DMI http://www.romsaf.org 
 GFZ http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/section/space-geodetic-techniques/topics/gnss-radio-occultation/ 
 JPL https://genesis.jpl.nasa.gov/genesis/  
 UCAR http://cdaac-www.cosmic.ucar.edu 
 WEGC http://www.wegcenter.at 10 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Processing  DMI GPAC-2.3.0/ROPP software; Excess phase, amplitude and orbit data from UCAR. 
version and GFZ Version POCS ATM vers.006; POD: EPOS-OC, RSO orbit products (König et al., 2006);  
POD phase  Excess phase: CHAMP: Single differencing, reference link smoothing; GRACE: zero  
and orbit data  differencing. 15 
version JPL Version 2.7 (single differencing, cubic phase smoothing);  
  POD: GPS orbits from JPL FLINN products; LEO orbits reduced-dynamic strategy using GIPSY  
  software (Bertiger et al., 1994). 
 UCAR CDAAC version 4.6; Bernese version 5.2. 
 WEGC OPSv5.6; UCAR/CDAAC orbit and phase data (Angerer et al., 2017, Table 1).  20 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Calculation of  DMI Canonical Transform (CT2) inversion <20 km (Gorbunov and Lauritsen, 2004),  
bending angle  transition to geometric optics (GO) inversion at 20–25 km, GO >25 km. 
(BA) GFZ Full Spectrum Inversion (FSI) <15 km (Jensen et al., 2003), smooth transition between  

11 km and 15 km to GO, GO >15 km. 25 
 JPL Canonical transform (CT) after (Gorbunov, 2002) applied to L1 at impact height <30 km.  

GO for L1 >30 km and L2 at all heights. 
 UCAR Phase matching <20 km (Jensen et al., 2004), GO >20 km. 
 WEGC CT2 inversion (Gorbunov and Lauritsen, 2004) with a Gaussian transition of 4.5 km width  

and variable center height between 7 km and 13 km, GO above. 30 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Ionospheric  All Linear combination of L1 and L2 BA (Vorob’ev and Krasil’nikova, 1994). 
correction DMI Linear combination, ionospheric correction extrapolated with constant L1–L2 BA below  

dynamic L2 height – transition over 2 km. 
 GFZ Linear combination, ionospheric correction extrapolated with constant L1–L2 BA below 12 km. 35 
 JPL Linear combination, ionospheric corr. term extrapolation <10 km when L2 1sec SNR<30 V/V. 
 UCAR Above 20 km: correction of L1 BA by L1–L2 BA smoothed with window determined individually  
  for each occultation to minimize combined noise (Sokolovskiy et al., 2009). Below 20 km: L1 BA  
  corrected by a 3-parameter function fitted to observational L1–L2 BA at 20–80 km (Zeng et al., 

2016). 40 
 WEGC Linear combination, ionospheric correction term extrapolated with constant L1–L2 BA <15 km. 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
 
 
 45 
 
 
 
Table 1.  Continued. 
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—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Initialization  DMI Optimization with dynamic estimation of observation errors (Gorbunov, 2002) and  
of BA   background errors fixed at 50%, background based on BAROCLIM (best global fit to data  
  between 40 and 60 km, scaled using two-parameter regression) (Scherllin-Pirscher et al., 2015). 
 GFZ Optimization after (Sokolovskiy and Hunt, 1996) with MSISE-90 (>40 km), observation error  5 
  variance estimated as 25% of mean observation-background deviation between 60 km and 70 km. 
 JPL Exponential function fit at 50–60 km and extrapolation >60 km impact height. 
 UCAR Static optimization (independent of the observational noise), 2-parameter fitting of NCAR BA  
  climatology (Randel et al., 2002) to observational BA in 35–60 km interval, transition to fitted BA  
  climatology in the same interval, transition to un-fitted BA climatology in the 55–65 km interval. 10 
 WEGC Optimization >30 km with ECMWF short-range forecasts (24h or 30h) and above with MSISE-90  
  to 120 km, dynamic estimation of observation errors and inverse covariance weighting  
  (Schwärz et al., 2016, Appendix A.4). 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Refractivity All Abel inversion (Fjeldbo et al., 1971) of optimized bending angle profile. 15 
Retrieval DMI Abel inversion below 150 km. 
 GFZ Abel Inversion below 150 km. 
 JPL Abel Inversion below 120 km. 
 UCAR Abel inversion below 150 km. 
 WEGC Abel inversion below 120 km. 20 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Dry air  All Refractivity (N) is directly proportional to air density (ideal gas equation). 
retrieval DMI Pressure integration, hydrostatic integral initialization at 150 km, upper boundary condition  

from refractivity gradient, geopotential height relative to EGM-96 geoid. 
 GFZ Hydrostatic integral initialization at 100 km with MSISE-90 pressure,  25 

geopotential height relative to EGM-96. 
 JPL Hydrostatic integral initialization at 40 km using ECMWF analysis,  
  geopotential height relative to JGM-3. 
 UCAR Hydrostatic integral initialization at 150 km with zero boundary condition. 
 WEGC Hydrostatic integral initialization at 120 km with MSISE-90 pressure,  30 
  geopotential height relative to EGM-96. 
 All Dry temperature (Td) is obtained using the Smith-Weintraub formula for dry air  
  (Smith and Weintraub, 1953) and the equation of state (ideal gas). 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Moist air DMI 1D-Var using ERA-Interim as background and refractivity observations as input. 35 
retrieval GFZ Not included, but relevant data products can be provided on demand. 
 JPL Direct method using temperature/specific humidity from ECMWF analysis when T >2540 K 
  (Kursinski et al., 1996). 
 UCAR 1D-Var using ERA-Interim as background and refractivity observations (Wee, 2005). 
 WEGC Above 16 km: calculation of physical temperature T and pressure p using a first order  40 
  approximation for the ratio between p and dry pressure pd. 
  Below 14 km, with sinusoidal transition between 16–14 km: 
  -retrieval of T and p using ECMWF SR-FC specific humidity qB 
  -retrieval of q and p using ECMWF SR-FC temperature TB 

 -statistical optimization of T and q with qB and TB, background error from ROPPv6.0  45 
(Culverwell and Healy, 2011), RO observational error (Scherllin-Pirscher et al., 2011a). 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
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Table 1.  Continued. 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Quality  DMI Provider QC (reject if phase data are flagged); 
control  QC of L2 quality from impact parameters (reject if noise is too large); 
(QC)  QC of BA using ERA-Interim forecasts (reject if >90% in 10–40 km); 5 
  QC of regression parameters (reject if too far from 1.0); 
  QC of optimized BA using background (reject if >5 μrad above 60 km); 
  QC of background weight in optimization (reject if >10% below 40km); 
  QC of refractivity using ERA-Interim forecasts (reject if >10% in 10–35 km); 
  QC of dry temperature using ERA-Interim forecasts (reject if >20 K in 30–40 km); 10 
  QC of 1D-Var cost function (reject if too large); 
  QC of 1D-Var convergence (reject if too many iterations). 
 GFZ Minimum duration of occultation event: 20 s; Quotient L1/L2 excess phase forward  
  differences between 0.97 and 1.03 for at least 650 connected data samples 
  QC of refractivity N using MSISE-90: reject if ΔN >22.5% between 8–31 km. 15 
 JPL Refractivity difference with ECMWF <10% between 0–40 km and temperature  
  difference with ECMWF <10 K below 40 km. 
 UCAR Multiple QC checks including: 
  - Comparison of retrieved N and N from NCAR climatology (Randel et al., 2002); 
  - Comparison of maximum relative BA difference between RO and NCAR climatology; 20 
  - BA error check of local spectral width; - SNR too low; 
  - Check of L2 data quality by comparison of maximum L1–L2 Doppler; 
  - Checks of mean and standard deviation of difference of retrieved and climatological  
    BA between 60–80 km. 
 WEGC Raw QC check: Straight line tangent point altitude (SLTA) range at least between 65–20 km; 25 
  GO only QC of BA: - cut off <15 km impact height if gradient is too large; 
  - reject if BA <0 rad below 50 km; - reject if bias relative to MSIS-90 >10-5 rad; 
  - reject if standard deviation relative to MSIS-90 >5*10-5 rad; 
  WO only QC: cut off data at bottom of measurement if: 
  - amplitude of CA-signal is lower than 10% of max amplitude; 30 
  - smoothed GO BA (over 3 km) exceeds 0.05 rad; 
  - smoothed impact parameter (over 3 km) <0 m;- SLTA < –250 km. 
  QC of BA, N, T using ECMWF analyses: reject if ΔBA >20%, ΔN > 10% in 5–35 km  
  or ΔT >20 K in 8–25 km (Angerer et al., 2017). 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 35 
Reference  DMI Earth figure: WGS-84 ellipsoid; Vertical coordinate: mean-sea level (MSL) altitude; 
frame vertical  Conversion of ellipsoidal height to MSL altitude (at SLTA=0 TP location) via EGM-96  
coordinate  geoid smoothed to 1° x 1° resolution.   
 GFZ Earth figure: WGS-84 ellipsoid, EGM-96 geoid used for altitude above MSL calculation. 
 JPL Earth figure: IERS Standards 1989 ellipsoid; Vertical coordinate: MSL altitude computed  40 

using the JGM3/OSU91A geoid truncation at spherical harmonic degree 36. 
 UCAR Earth figure: WGS-84 ellipsoid; The occultation point is determined using BA for CIRA+Q  
  climatology (Kirchengast et al., 1999) and 500 m observed excess phase. The center of reference  
  frame is in the local center of curvature of the reference ellipsoid at the occultation point  
  (Syndergaard, 1998) in the direction of the occultation plane. JGM2 geoid undulation is used to 45 

calculate MSL altitude. Impact height (for BA) and height  
  (for N, p, T) are obtained by subtracting local curvature radius and JGM2 geoid undulation  
  (at the occultation point) from the impact parameter and radius. 
 WEGC Earth figure: WGS-84 ellipsoid; Vertical coordinate: MSL altitude; Conversion of ellipsoidal  
  height to MSL altitude (at SLTA=0 TP location) via EGM96 at 0.25° x 0.25° resolution. 50 
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 All Bending angle is given as a function of impact altitude, i.e. impact parameter minus radius of  
  curvature minus the undulation of the geoid. The impact parameter is defined as the perpendicular  
   distance between the local center of curvature and the ray path from the GPS satellite. 

 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 5 
Table 1.  Continued. 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
Reference/  DMI ROM SAF ATBD documents: http://www.romsaf.org/product_archive.php 
Publication  GFZ ftp://isdcftp.gfz-potsdam.de/ 
 JPL Hajj et al. (2002) 10 
 UCAR CDAAC Website documentation area:  
  http://cdaac-www.cosmic.ucar.edu/cdaac/doc/overview.html 
 WEGC https://doi.org/10.25364/WEGC/OPS5.6:2019.1; Schwärz et al. (2016), Angerer et al. (2017) 
—————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
 15 

 

  

http://www.romsaf.org/product_archive.php
http://cdaac-www.cosmic.ucar.edu/cdaac/doc/overview.html
https://doi.org/10.25364/WEGC/OPS5.6:2019.1
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Table 2.  Overview on RO data used in this study: processing center, satellite mission, time period, variables. 
—————————————————————————————————————— 
Center Satellites Period Variables 
—————————————————————————————————————— 
DMI  CHAMP 09/2001–09/2008 All variables(1) 5 
 COSMIC 05/2006–12/2016 All variables 
 GRACE 03/2007–12/2016 All variables 
 METOP  02/2008–12/2016 All variables 
—————————————————————————————————————— 
GFZ  CHAMP 05/2001–09/2008 All except: p, T, q 10 
 GRACE 02/2006–11/2017  All except: p, T, q 
—————————————————————————————————————— 
JPL  CHAMP 04/2001–09/2008 All variables 
 COSMIC 05/2006–12/2016  All variables 
—————————————————————————————————————— 15 
UCAR  CHAMP 05/2001–09/2008 All except: αopt 
 COSMIC 05/2006–04/2014  All except: αopt 
 METOP 02/2008–12/2015  All except: αopt 
—————————————————————————————————————— 
WEGC  CHAMP 05/2001–09/2008 All variables 20 
 COSMIC 08/2006–12/2018  All variables 
 GRACE 03/2007–11/2017  All variables 
 METOP 02/2008–12/2018  All variables 
—————————————————————————————————————— 
All centers  CHAMP 09/2001–09/2008 25 
common COSMIC 08/2006–04/2014 
periods GRACE 03/2007–12/2016 
 METOP 03/2008–12/2015 
—————————————————————————————————————— 
(1) All variables include α, αopt, N, pdry, Tdry, Zdry, p, T, q. 30 
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Figures: 

 

 
Figure 1. Number of RO profiles per month delivered by each processing center, DMI (yellow), GFZ (blue), JPL (red), UCAR 

(black), WEGC (green), and the maximum subset of profiles (gray), shown for the respective time periods of the four missions 5 

CHAMP, F3/C, GRACE, and Metop.  
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Figure 2. Global mean difference of atmospheric profiles from each center to the all-center mean for one exemplary month 

(July 2008) based on 10°-zonal medians, shown for the satellite missions, CHAMP, COSMICF3C, GRACE, and Metop (left 

to right) for bending angle, optimized bending angle, refractivity, dry temperature, and temperature (top to bottom). The 

number of data points is shown in the left subpanels.  5 
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Figure 3. Mean difference of each center, DMI, JPL, UCAR, WEGC (top to bottom), to the all-center mean for F3C data 

averaged over 08/2006–04/2014, based on 10°-zonal medians, shown for bending angle, refractivity, dry temperature, 

temperature, and specific humidity (left to right).  

  5 
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(a)  

 
(b)  
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Figure 4. CHAMP bending angle (a) and dry temperature (b): De-seasonalized anomaly difference time series based on 10°-

zonal medians of each center to the all-center mean for latitude bands 90°S to 60°S, 20°S to 20°N, 60°NS to 90°NS and 

globally 90°S to 90°N (left to right) for altitude layers 8–18 km, 18–25 km, 25–30 km (bottom to top). Time series from DMI 

(orange), GFZ (blue), JPL (red), UCAR (black), and WEGC (green) are shown.   5 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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Figure 5. F3C bending angle (a) and dry temperature (b): De-seasonalized anomaly difference time series based on 10°-zonal 

medians of each center to the all-center mean for latitude bands 90°S to 60°S, 20°S to 20°N, 60°NS to 90°NS and globally 

90°S to 90°N (left to right) for altitude layers 8–18 km, 18–25 km, 25–30 km (bottom to top). Time series from DMI (orange), 

JPL (red), UCAR (black), and WEGC (green) are shown.  5 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
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Figure 6. GRACE bending angle (a) and dry temperature (b): De-seasonalized anomaly difference time series based on 10°-

zonal medians, of each center to the all-center mean for latitude bands 90°S to 60°S, 20°S to 20°N, 60°NS to 90°NS and 

globally 90°S to 90°N (left to right) for altitude layers 8–18 km, 18–25 km, 25–30 km (bottom to top). Time series from DMI 

(orange), GFZ (blue), and WEGC (green) are shown.  5 
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Figure 7. Metop bending angle (a) and dry temperature (b): De-seasonalized anomaly difference time series based on 10°-

zonal medians of each center to the all-center mean for latitude bands 90°S to 60°S, 20°S to 20°N, 60°NS to 90°NS and 

globally 90°S to 90°N (left to right) for altitude layers 8–18 km, 18–25 km, 25–30 km (bottom to top). Time series from DMI 

(orange), UCAR (black), and WEGC (green) are shown.  5 
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Figure 8. CHAMP structural uncertainty indicated as the standard deviation (gray) of the individual center trends per decade, 

based on 10°-zonal medians, for DMI (orange), GFZ (blue), JPL (red), UCAR (black), and WEGC (green) shown for bending 

angle, refractivity, dry pressure, dry geopotential height, dry temperature, and temperature (top to bottom). The all-center mean 
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-trend profile (bold black line) and the altitude-layer mean trends (crosses) are indicated. Profiles are smoothed with a 1 km 

running average.   
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Figure 9. F3C structural uncertainty indicated as the standard deviation (gray) of the individual center trends per decade, based 
on 10°-zonal medians, for DMI (orange), JPL (red), UCAR (black), and WEGC (green) shown for bending angle, refractivity, 
dry pressure, dry geopotential height, dry temperature, and temperature (top to bottom). The all-center mean trend profile (bold 
black line) and the altitude-layer mean trends (crosses) are indicated. Profiles are smoothed with a 1 km running average.  Note 5 
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that for bending angle the median rather than mean trend of all centers is indicated, due to some outlier profiles in the JPL 
data.  
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Figure 10. GRACE structural uncertainty indicated as the standard deviation (gray) of the individual center trends per decade, 

based on 10°-zonal medians, for DMI (orange), GFZ (blue), and WEGC (green) shown for bending angle, refractivity, dry 

pressure, dry geopotential height, dry temperature, and temperature (top to bottom). The all-center mean trend profile (bold 

black line) and the altitude-layer mean trends (crosses) are indicated. Profiles are smoothed with a 1 km running average.   5 
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Figure 11. Metop structural uncertainty indicated as the standard deviation (gray) of the individual center trends per decade, 

based on 10°-zonal medians, for DMI (orange), UCAR (black), and WEGC (green) shown for bending angle, refractivity, dry 

pressure, dry geopotential height, dry temperature, and temperature (top to bottom). The all-center mean trend profile (bold 

black line) and the altitude-layer mean trends (crosses) are indicated. Profiles are smoothed with a 1 km running average.   5 
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Figure 12. Overview on structural uncertainty for different RO missions, CHAMP, F3C, GRACE, and Metop (left to right). 

Shown is the standard deviation of individual center trends per decade, based on 10°-zonal medians, for RO bending angle, 

refractivity, dry pressure, dry geopotential height, dry temperature, and temperature (top to bottom), for all latitude zones and 

altitude layers in the sub-panels. 5 
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